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A young heiress in mourning for her mother's death, Kimberly Richards has been abandoned by her

lifelong fiancÃ©. But Kimberly's father, the recently widowed Earl of Amburough, is intent upon

marrying her off as quickly as possibleâ€•to please the jealous lover he longs to wed.So the rather

indelicate business of matchmaking begins. And Lachlan MacGregor, the dashing and newly

impoverished Laird of Clan MacGregor, is deemed the worthy suitor. Kimberly, however, harbors a

deep-seated dislike for Scots, gold-diggers, and the whole woeful state of affairs in general.

Therefore, a tryst with the handsome, haughty Lachlan seems dubious at best. But strange turns

and outrageous circumstances promise to lead the ill-matched pair to a wildly unexpected

destinationâ€•and to open a resisting heart to the glories of true love.
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_Say You Love Me_, the fifth book in the beloved Malory series, is the story of Derek Malory and

Kelsey Langton. Though Derek has been a minor character in the background of the series, he

definitely shines in this unique Regency romance.Derek Malory, heir to the Marquis of Haverston, is

following fast in the footsteps of his two rakehell uncles. Though more gentle and kindhearted in his

love affairs, he is definitely a man interested in pleasure for pleasure's sake. Unlike other reviewers,

I found it exhilarating to have a hero who wasn't an alpha male. Beyond popular belief, not all

women are attracted to overbearing brutes and that's usually the type of hero you find in this genre.

Derek Malory is a cut above the rest.Kelsey Langton, though gently bred, must sell herself in a



house of pleasure to save her family. Ignorant in the art of love, Kelsey is forced to act as mistress

to the man who buys her. I was extremely impressed with Kelsey's character. She's strong, brave

and self-sacrificing. In a genre full of selfish, conceited heroines Kelsey shines.I've read numerous

Regency-era romances, but _Say You Love Me_ is far from being a cardboard copy of the rest. The

premise is interesting, the mystery intriguing and the love between Derek and Kelsey is sweet

without being sugary. In fact, I found the entire book uniquely pleasurable -- I could scarcely make

myself put it down._Say You Love Me_ would be an amazing story on its own, but it's even better as

an addition to the Malory family saga. All of the previous characters are involved in the plot and help

move the story along. As usual, their wit and charm make for an outstanding adventure.Over the

last 10 years I've come to expect great things from Ms.

I enjoyed this book a lot more than the prequel, MAN OF MY DREAMS. Although this one is a bit on

the light side compared to my other book readings, I enjoyed it nevertheless. The thing is, LOVE ME

FOREVER has the usual plot of an impoverished hero seeking for a rich heiress to marry in order to

save his clan... Since I've read many books with this familiar format, I didn't have that new

excitement feelings while reading this book. In my opinion, Love Me Forever needs a bit more of

wickedness to add sauciness to the overall story, a little bit of hard twist to add excitement and a

little bit more of misunderstanding to add complexity to the relationship. However, Johanna Lindsey

made it up by adding a touch of spunk & uniqueness on her well defined and utterly lovable

characters. Lachlan and Kimberly are now in one of few favorite hero/heroine list of all times. They

both have flaws physically which was a welcome change for me. They're both too tall for others yet

perfectly fit for each other. I was also getting tired of dark, stuffy, brooding and overbearing heroes.

Our Lachlan here is playful, a tease, charming and loving. He's a happy go lucky kindda guy. Mind

u, he is all MANLY with a touch of arrogance but his boyish character is what drawned me more to

him. There's also no denial for him, he knows what he wants and goes for it. He realized in the end

that he was in love with Kimberly and accepted it so. He is direct yet perhaps a bit dense... MEN,

what can I say? LOL. Now, our heroine, Kimberly is just as refreshing as Lachlan. She was not

describe as overly beautiful nor was she attractively sought after like most heroine in other books. In

fact, She was considered unnoticeable. She does have her own beauty though which people

notices only after a time.
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